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House Cleaning - Anyclean see Sudden Flood of
Requests with Rain Damage

Nick Vassilev January 15, 2013

Although London has escaped the brunt of the floods this week many residents are
still preparing for the worst. Londoners remember when just a few months ago in
June whole blocks of flats were evacuated and many personal possessions were
ruined beyond repair.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Newswire.net -- January 15, 2013) London, UK -- Although London has escaped the
brunt of the floods this week many residents are still preparing for the worst. Londoners remember when just a few
months ago in June whole blocks of flats were evacuated and many personal possessions were ruined beyond repair.

This is the reason one company is seeing a surge of requests for their House Clearance service as those that have
been flooded before are taking great steps to preserve their belongings by putting the most important items in storage.

The main items include personal belongings that no insurance company can replace such as family heirlooms of
furniture, photograph albums, boxes of children’s school work and much more. However, it’s not just the house
clearance service that has prompted London residents to pick up the phone to Anyclean.

Their end of tenancy cleans, new home cleans and builders cleans are also becoming popular. It is unusual for the
end of tenancy cleans to be sought after at this time of the year as studies show this is time when moving house
grinds to a halt, however with more rain predicted many tenants are now fearing that they may be victim of a very wet
Christmas and are preparing for the worst.

The after builders cleans are popular with those that were flooded in the summer as work has almost completed on
getting these flats and houses back to a dry standard of living.

Nick Vassilev the founder of Anyclean is surprised by this sudden surge he says, “Normally this is the season where
our after party cleans and carpet cleaning services are in demand around Christmas as some people host parties at
home and others want their home to look fresh and clean for Christmas day. We were lucky to escape the floods this
week but it shows that Londoners are worried about this happening again as we’ve been called out to many houses
where residents have no option to move because if they become flooded again they won’t be able to find insurance to
cover their costs.  It is a shame but it’s also quite heart-warming when we meet them at their new home and know
they are going to have a safe and dry Christmas.”

For more information on Anyclean, their services and special offers please visit their website
http://www.anyclean.co.uk

Editor’s note:

Anyclean Premium Ltd

Office 36
88-90 Hatton Garden
London
EC1N 8PN
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